
Deutsche Bank

The Deutsche Bank South Africa’s (DBSA’s) Entrepreneurship Centre Application

Looking for aspiring black entrepreneurs to join the DBSA Entrepreneurship Centre

(“the Centre”) in 2019

Introduction

The DBSA Entrepreneurship Centre is an exciting initiative started by Deutsche Bank in 2008 to
promote the emergence and development of black owned and managed financial services entities.
The Entrepreneur Centre, based at DBSA’s Sandton headquarters, provides aspiring black
entrepreneurs in financial services and ancillary (eg legal, tax) services with the necessary
infrastructure to start and develop their businesses over a two year period (“the lease period”).

The facilities the Centre has to offer include a prominent Sandton address, office space, receptionist
support and secure parking – all of which are offered to the entrepreneurs free of charge for the lease
period.

As a committed corporate citizen, this enterprise development initiative is aligned to our values and
beliefs of integrity, innovation and partnership in order to contribute to building a sustainable
economic environment in South Africa. This is a part of the social contract that Deutsche Bank is
profoundly committed to.

Looking for new black entrepreneurs to join the Centre

We are delighted to invite inspired entrepreneurs to submit their proposals and business plans as we
look for brilliant up and coming businesses to join the Centre and enjoy the incredible benefits of
working at 3 Exchange Square!

Criteria that will be considered:
1. Woman ownership/involvement – 30%
2. Black ownership – 30%
3. Business portfolio – 30%
4. Potential cross/sell or other related activities to be derived from the tenants – 10%

Please submit your proposals via the following email addresses:
Finhai.munzara@gmail.com

Proposals to include:
§ A profile document and 2 page summary of your business plan
§ Short biography of yourself and the entrepreneur team
§ 1 page motivation as to why you should be considered as a candidate to join the Centre
§ How you believe your company meets the Centre’s criteria

All submissions to be emailed to the above email address by no later than 30 June 2019


